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WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?

▸ Your current use of graphic design

▸ What makes design good vs bad?

▸ Top tips for non-graphic designers

▸ Examples of impact



WHAT DOES YOUR 
CURRENT USE OF 
DESIGN LOOK LIKE?
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WHAT MAKES DESIGN GOOD VS BAD?

▸ Good design is one that is tailored for the human use. A good 
designer knows how to get into the mindset of their users, and 
turns their needs into a meaningful, desirable, and easy-to-use 
product or service.
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IN THE WEEDS (JUST FOR THIS SLIDE)

1. BALANCE – Balance in design is similar to balance in physics. A large shape close to the center can be balanced by a 
small shape close to the edge. Balance provides stability and structure to a design. It’s the weight distributed in the 
design by the placement of your elements.

2. PROXIMITY – Proximity creates relationship between elements. It provides a focal point. Proximity doesn’t mean 
that elements have to be placed together, it means they should be visually connected in someway.

3. ALIGNMENT – Allows us to create order and organization. Aligning elements allows them to create a visual 
connection with each other.

4. REPETITION – Repetition strengthens a design by tying together individual elements. It helps to create association 
and consistency. Repetition can create rhythm (a feeling of organized movement).

5. CONTRAST – Contrast is the juxtaposition of opposing elements (opposite colors on the color wheel, or light/dark, or 
direction – horizontal/vertical). Contrast allows us to emphasize or highlight key elements in your design.

6. SPACE – Space in art refers to the distance or area between, around, above, below, or within elements. Both positive 
and negative space are important factors to be considered in every design.



I KNOW IT 
WHEN 
I SEE IT
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1. FOR FONT’S SAKE

▸ Limit the number of fonts you use.

▸ When selecting a typeface or font for headings, subtitles and body 
text, use easy to read fonts for simple and effective graphic 
design.

▸ Headings = San serif = no feet = Arial

▸ Subheadings, body text = Serif = feet = Times New Roman

▸ Your fonts have feelings. NEVER USE COMIC SANS.
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2. HAVE SOME RESPECT

▸ Respect the space between text, photos, graphics, etc. 

▸ Use letter spacing to fill dead space, aligning text, or condense 
words that take up too much space. However, be careful not to 
reduce letter spacing so much it can’t be read, or increase it so 
much the letters become detached from one another. 
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3. BE BASIC

▸ Keep it simple, but don’t forget your basics. Make sure every 
element has a reason to be in the design and keep the number 
of fonts, colors, shapes and frames to a minimum.

▸ Create a fluid design by surrounding words with white space to let 
elements breathe. The application of space around text boxes, 
images and other graphic elements makes a design easier to read. 
It’s also more likely to attract attention than a cluttered 
composition.
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4. GET MOODY WITH A MOOD BOARD

▸ Whether on the train, at work or about to fall asleep, inspiration can 
come at any time so it’s important to be prepared. Keep a notebook to 
draw or scribble down notes and ideas and refer back to them when 
it comes time to create.

▸ No matter how crude your sketch may be, it’s invaluable to a graphic 
designer to know a general direction you’d like to see the project go.

▸ When you see designs you like, save them to a folder or snap photo for 
a reference point when it’s time to design.
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5. ALIGN YOURSELF

▸ Apply a line or an embellishment to for design balance and 
composition.

▸ Consider alignment outside of text. Aligning images with grids or 
frames makes a design look more professional.
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6. DON’T BE AFRAID TO FAIL

▸ You are going to fail. 

▸ You are also going to succeed.

▸ Don’t like what you see? Try something else. When you can, don’t 
delete everything completely until the very end.

▸ Step away when things aren’t going right. Inspiration will come 
and go. You can’t always force it to happen.

▸ Ask for help when you need it.
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WHAT DOES ALL OF THIS LOOK LIKE IN REAL 
LIFE?
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WHAT DID WE LEARN?

▸ Understand what your users need, then deliver that information.

▸ If you’ve got lots of information to convey, try using visuals instead of text.

▸ Limit the number of fonts you use.

▸ Respect the space between text, photos, graphics, etc.

▸ Make sure every element has a reason to be in the design.

▸ Keep a notebook to draw or scribble down notes and ideas.

▸ Accept failure as part of the process.


